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BPF Response to Estate Duty Review 

Set out below is the response of the Business and Professionals Federation of Hong 

Kong (BPF) to the Government’s Consultation Document on Estate Duty Review.  At 

the outset, we emphasize that it is the strongly held belief of the BPF that Estate Duty 

should be abolished. 

Principle and Objectives 

Estate Duty hinders Hong Kong’s development as the Premier Financial Centre of the 

Region 

1. Hong Kong’s strategy is to become the premier financial centre of the region.  A 

prerequisite to this is its role as the gateway for investment to, and increasingly 

from, Mainland China.  As a principle, Hong Kong should not impose barriers to 

investment or the movement of capital, and taxation should not operate as a 

disincentive to investment, whether foreign or domestic.  Indeed, Hong Kong 

should proactively strive to further simplify its tax structure to attract investors – 

domestic, mainland, regional and international.  Estate Duty as a tax on capital 

has exactly the opposite result.   

Estate Duty has failed to achieve its stated objectives 

2. Estate Duty was introduced in 1915, at a time when the colony was in its infancy in 

terms of population and economic growth and the duty was seen as a ready source 

of revenue when tax avoidance schemes and offshore havens barely existed.  

Indeed, the Consultation Document mentions two objectives of the tax – “to 

generate revenue and to enable the whole community to benefit upon the death of 

persons who had grown very rich partly through the appreciation in value of assets 
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and the progress of Hong Kong to which the whole community contributed.” 

3. But an examination of the facts and figures clearly reveals that neither of these 

objectives is now fulfilled. 

4. Estate Duty on average accounts for only 0.7% of the total Government revenue in 

the past five years.  Clearly it is not a revenue-significant tax by any standards.   

Table 1.  Government Revenue from Estate Duty 1999/2000 to 2003/04 

Year of Assessment HK$ million 
Share of 

Total Government Revenue 
1999/2000 1,272 0.5% 
2000/2001 1,503 0.7% 
2001/2002 1,928 1.1% 
2002/2003 1,403 0.8% 
2003/2004 1,455 0.7% 

 

5. It has an extremely narrow tax base and contrary to popular perception, it is not a 

tax on the very rich.  Only 258 estates had to pay this tax in the year ended 31 

March 2004 and the figures disclosed for the past five years show a declining trend.  

For example, in the year ended 31 March 2003, out of 15,345 cases finalised only 

298 were dutiable (Table 2).  Moreover, more than 60% paid duty are less than 

$2.5 million, which means these estates had dutiable assets below $17 million.  

Table 2.  Number of Cases of Estate Duty 1998/99 to 2002/2003 

Year of Assessment New Cases Handled Dutiable Cases 
1998/99 13,949 326 
1999/2000 14,157 354 
2000/2001 13,880 318 
2001/2002 14,574 302 
2002/2003 15,227 298 

 

6. Clearly, the burden of this tax is falling on a particular section of the middle class, 
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small and medium enterprise owners and people who have worked hard to save 

their money with the aim of securing a better future for the next generation.  It is a 

tax on the unaware or those who have not had the foresight to arrange their affairs 

properly as there are legal avenues for estate planning, not the least of which is the 

option to take assets out of Hong Kong so that liability even for the largest estates 

can be virtually eliminated.  As the revenue collected is marginal, the tax does not 

achieve the purpose of re-distributing wealth. 

An Unfair Tax 

7. Estate Duty burdens beneficiaries with the necessity of handling the associated 

investigative procedures and applications while they are dealing with the loss of a 

family member.  Interest on the Duty is levied from the date of death.  This 

implies that the Government expects family members to calculate and settle the tax 

on the day of their bereavement!  Joint bank accounts are frequently frozen, 

despite the fact that the joint owner survives and has to live, and beneficiaries can 

be put in a difficult position of having to sell assets first, including their own, to 

raise funds to settle the Duty.  It is most unfair to impose psychological, 

emotional and even financial strain on family members at a time when they are 

most venerable. 

8. One reason given by the Government as to why Estate Duty must be retained is 

that it gives the Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”) one last opportunity to 

identify tax evasion cases.  It is surely illogical to retain one tax with the purpose 

of collecting other taxes.  Moreover, tax evasion information can be obtained by 

other means. 
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Benefits of Abolition 

9. Estate Duty should be viewed against the desire to develop Hong Kong as a 

preferred place to keep one’s assets, to take advantage of investment opportunities 

in Asia, and to rank favourably in comparison with other neighbouring regimes, 

the Mainland and Singapore included. 

10. The increasing wealth of mainland Chinese, increasing demand from Europe to 

locate management of Asian based assets within Asia, and the need for investors 

and asset portfolio managers to retain assets in a given location are all major 

opportunities for the further expansion of Hong Kong’s financial services sector.   

Hong Kong is traditionally an outlet for private investment and wealth 

management services in the region and is looking to capitalise on the growing 

demand of Mainland investors in these areas.  Government has been working 

actively to promote investment, including the introduction of investment 

immigration last year.  Abolition of Estate Duty would provide a further attraction 

to potential investors and go in tandem to enhance the Government’s policies.  

11. The abolition of Estate Duty will stimulate the property market in two ways.  First, 

local residents who have sold Hong Kong properties to avoid Estate Duty could 

re-enter the market.  Second, overseas investors from Mainland, the region and 

other places could consider enlarging their investment in real estate in Hong Kong 

as they take into account the absence of Estate Duty and Capital Gains Tax. 

12. Indeed, conscious of the benefits of retaining and attracting wealth within a country, 

many jurisdictions have already abolished Estate Duty or a similar tax.  These 

include Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Malaysia, Italy, India and Macau.  The 

US is phasing out the federal estate tax with a complete repeal in 2010 which will 

be permanent if extended by Congress in 2011.  Singapore has reduced 
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substantially the scope of its estate duty regime in 2002 by introducing additional 

exemptions.  Unless Hong Kong acts, it will lag behind.  

13. The BPF believes now is the time for Hong Kong further to improve its investment 

environment and rise above the competition.  Abolishing Estate Duty would help 

achieve a coherent and comprehensive platform that would benefit Hong Kong by:  

i) making Hong Kong an attractive centre for the location of trust and 

administrative services in Asia, which would lead to the further expansion of 

the financial sector; 

ii) establishing Hong Kong as the location of choice to retain and manage asset 

portfolios and to establish private holding companies; and, 

iii) creating more employment.  

14. Last but not least, abolition of Estate Duty would reinforce inherent family values 

central to the Chinese culture.  The elderly would enjoy a less anxious life 

removed from estate duty liability and retain their assets in Hong Kong and be 

more inclined to establish charitable trusts and make donations. 

Abolition the Only Option 

15. The two other proposals being considered in the Consultation Document - 

exemption of non-residents or non-domiciles and exemption of certain assets - are 

both lesser options that would introduce further complications and run the risk of 

making this tax even more unfair. 
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Exemption of Non-Residents or Non-Domiciles 

16. The fundamental principle underlying taxation in Hong Kong is our territorial 

concept.  Rules for determining domicile and residency are generally complex.  

The determination of “domicile/residency” of the deceased for Estate Duty 

purposes, as pointed out in the Consultation Document, would be a very difficult 

task, and is likely to be a major source of dispute if full or partial exemption from 

Estate Duty is tied to it.  The proposal to exempt non-residents or non-domiciles 

would only add to confusion and complexity. 

Exemption of Certain Assets 

17. Exemptions of the items mentioned in this question of the Consultation Document, 

namely bank deposits, listed securities and collective investment schemes, 

currently account for a substantial portion of the estates liable to Estate Duty.  

Quoted shares accounted for 19.9% and bank deposits for 18.6% of the estates 

liable to estate duty in 2002/03 and respectively for 26.2% and 18.5% in 2001/02 

(Table 3).  This indicates that exemption of these items could result in a 40% to 

50% reduction in the revenue collections.  

Table 3.  Composition of Estates 
Items % 
 01/02 02/03 
Immovable Properties 22.6 15.9 
Quoted shares 26.2 19.9 
Unquoted shares 18.4 29.1 
Bank deposits 18.5 18.6 
Others 14.3 16.5 
Total 100 100 

Source: IRD annual report 2002/03 
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18. Further, a specific item which could be said to be equally deserving of exemption 

is the deceased’s principal place of residence.  At present, the only relief available 

for residential properties is the matrimonial home relief whereby the matrimonial 

home is exempt from Estate Duty if ownership passes on death to the surviving 

spouse.  If this relief is to be replaced by a more generic exemption for the 

principal place of residence of the deceased in Hong Kong, adding this item to the 

above list of specific asset exemptions could result in a drop of revenue collections 

by well over 50%. 

19. Since Estate Duty currently accounts for on average only 0.7% of total 

Government revenue, we see little merit in introducing exemptions which would 

lead to a substantial reduction in revenue over a complete abolition of the tax. 

Conclusion 

20. In a nutshell, Estate Duty is unfair, outdated and does not fulfill any of its 

objectives.  It works against Hong Kong’s overall strategy as the premier financial 

centre in the region.  The cost of giving up the Duty is marginal when compared 

with the benefits and the enhancement of our reputation as a financial centre 

should not be underestimated.  The tax should be abolished without delay. 

* * * * * 

14 September, 2004 


